
INTEGRATED TOURIST RUNS IN THE NOVARESE AND  
IN THE VERBANO CUSIO OSSOLA  

 
Tour 1 

LAKE MAGGIORE, LAKE OF ORTA, NOVARA AND NOVARESE HI LLS 
 

This itinerary offers four days to discover Lake Maggiore, with the Borromeo’s islands, to admire 
Val d’Ossola, Toce’s waterfall, to breathe the magic atmosphere of the Lake of Orta and to walk 
through Novara’s streets: a perfect city for shopping but also rich of monuments and historical 
buildings, ending the tour with a visit on the historical hills where the noble DOCG Ghemme wine 
is produced. 
 

Program 
 

Day 1 
Arrival to the airport and transfer to Arona, Lake Maggiore 
Arona is a tourist and commercial city on the western south bank of the Lake Maggiore. History, 
nature and commerce melt in a series of itineraries that go down from the hills and passing through 
the historical city center, come up on the lakefront. Here, there’s a walkway of about 3 km from 
where it is possible to admire the panorama of the Lombardy side,  the ancient city suburb rich of 
history and the churches full of paintings. In the end there’s the suggestive Piazza del Popolo, in 
which there’s the ancient center of the Building of Justice, named Broletto, built in Lombardo 
Gothic style.  
Arona offeres lots of  events:  art and musical appointments in Villa Ponti, summer events like the 
"Long night" (a whole night with open shops), the “Nautical palio” and the parade in epoch’s 
customs; the “Cimento invernale” a dive in the lake in February, Tredicino’s party on March 13 (a 
big luna park to celebrate the patron of Arona) and the Lake Maggiore’s fair, an appointment that 
recalls between the months of May and June around 150 thousand visitors 
Check in, in hotel, and setup in the rooms. 
Arona is also an important point of exchange between railroad and lake navigation. 
Here, in fact, leave many cruises, on a fascinating steamboat or modern boat, that allow to 
contemplate the beauties of lake Maggiore. 
Among all the Borromeo’s island and the splendid patrician houses witnesses of the history and the 
architecture typical of the lake, the charming corners of the banks lake rich in vegetation, before 
arriving in the near Switzerland. 
 
   

 
 
 
Embarkation on a boat of the Navigation Lake Maggiore and cruise around the Borromeo’s gulf.  
Lunch on board 
The Borromeo’s islands are situated in the homonym gulf of the lake and they are between Stresa 
and Pallanza. The most famous is “Isola Bella”:  until the first decades of the XVII century the 
island was only a sour rock-cliff,  in 1632, Charles III Borromeo decided to transform it. 
He called it Isabella, in honor of his wife Isabella of Adda, and only later renamed simply Bella. 
The complete work, commissioned to the most famous architects and artists of the epoch, had the 
intent to let it resemble to a great ship anchored off Stresa coast. And so it was:  the dock in fact it 



represents the bow, while the bridge of stern is represented from the Borromeo’s building;  the 
bridge of command corresponds to the hightest garden, separated in ten overlapped terraces mantled 
by the most different floral kinds. 
About ten meters from the Bella island, there’s the “Fishermen island”: geographically it is integral 
part of the Borromee islands  but history has followed a different course. 
Its official name is “Superior Island” but, because of the traditional activity of its inhabitants, it is 
recognized as Fishermen island . St. Vittore’s church is very particular, and the characteristic alleys 
are ideal for the shopping of the local craftsmanship. 
Than there’s the “Mother island”, so called because is the biggest of the gulf. The island has an 
extraordinary subtropical climate and it has a great botanical garden in which there are a lot of rare 
species. 
Transfer to Stresa and free time to walk thought the typical streets of the historical center or on the 
lake-front  admiring Regina Palace and  Des Iles Borromeés hotels. 
Embarking in a boat and return to Arona.     
Typical dinner with tasting and sleep.  Free evening and return to the hotel 
 
Day 2  
After breakfast, departure for the Val d' Ossola excursion. Stop on the hill that overlooking Arona 
to admire the Colossus of St. Charles Borromeo, the highest statue in Europe. 
 
 

 
 
 
The hill is an observation exclusive point. Here there was the Castle named “Rocca Borromea”, 
then destroyed for order of  Napoleone. Today there’s the statue of St. Charles Borromeo, one of 
the most important and more grandiose religious monuments of  Piemonte, built between 1614 and 
1698. 
The copper and bronze statue is tall 23,40 meters and with the pedestal it reaches 35,10 meters. It is 
the second statue in the world for height, after the Statue of Liberty in New York. The interior can 
be visited and from the windows of its top, it is possible to admire one of the most fascinating views 
of the Lake Maggiore. 
 
Going on the itinerary of Val d'Ossola. 
In Ossola there's a wonderful nature: a leap from 196 meters on the sea level of Mergozzo lake to 
the 4.637 meters of the Point Dufur of the Rosa Mountain.  Between the river Toce, that crosses it 
all and nearby seven valleys, that  remember the shape of a maple leaf.  Val  Bognanco,  Valle 
 Antigorio,  Val  Divedro,  Val Formazza,  Val  Vigezzo,  Valle Antrona  and  Valle  Anzasca, 
everyone with its attractions and naturalistic beauties, traditions and culture. 
Ossola is a land of  glacial and artificial lakes; parks, risen in the past with the purpose to protect the 
nature and respect its rules. The most known is named "Valgrande" that embraces one of the biggest 
European area, still hardly accessible.  Every valley of the Ossola is represented by a mountain. 
Arrival to Toce’s waterfall in Val Formazza.  Stop to admire the waterfall and going on to Riale. 
Last edge of Ossola before Switzerland, “Formazza Valley” is dominated by water: six small lovely 
lakes are surrounded by mountains, some higher more than 2000 meters. But the most appreciated 
is certainly the Toce waterfall, from where the homonym river has origin. 
 



Toce waterfall,  1.657 meters, is far 6 km from Formazza, ancient country walser.  Here, in the XII 
century, a group of German shepherds, coming from the Canton Vallese, pacifically installed 
himself and learned the mountain’s rules. 
Lunch in a characteristic place to taste the mountain grastronomy.     
Typical products of the zone cover a whole menu, made of ancient tastes of tradition. It is the case 
of the mountain gastronomy, where we can find bread that in Ossola belonged to a consolidated 
family and social tradition. Bread is accompanied with meats, honey and cheese, among which the 
famous Bettelmat.      
In the afternoon transfer to the Lake of Orta - Orta San Giulio. 
 

 
 
Orta San Giulio is the jewel of Orta lake. A small village that enchants writers and literates. It is a 
jewel of the medioevale architecture where, thought its suggestive alleys, people can breathe a 
lovable and enchanted atmosphere. In  Motta square, where there's the sixteenth-century Palazzotto 
(the old town center), departure small boats to St. Giulio island.  
Visit of the medioevale town and of St. Giulio Island.     
According to legend in Orta, St. Giulio defeated dragons and snakes and he climbed on the island 
where he erected his church. Mystical symbol of the whole lake, in the island center the ancient 
Seminar is set, risen in 1844 and today abbey in which there’s a community of Benedictine nuns. 
Island is dominated from the Basilica of St. Giulio, built by the Saint in the IV century, where it's 
possible to admire Saint images and paintings realized by Gaudenzio Ferrari's students. 
Going on the Sacred Mountain that, with his greatness men’s statues, tells St. Francis life. 
 

 
 
Orta Sacred Mountain is inside an historical park of 13 hectares, today naturalistic reserve, and it 
includes 21 chapels with paintings and sculptures on S. Francesco d'Assisi life.  
370 statues in “terracotta” natural height, realized by the best artists of the XVI, XVII and XVIII 
century;  more than 900 paintings that create real theatrical representations. 
In some points of the reflection  run, there are windows on the underlying lake of Orta, and on the 
alpine mountains. In summer and autumn there's the possibility to visit contemporary art shows of 
fame artists along town streets. 
Return to Arona in the hotel.    
Typical supper with lake specialty. Overnight.   
Free evening. 
 
Day 3  
After breakfast departure for Novara for a walk in the city.  It will be possible to admire St. 
Gaudenzio church, symbol place of the whole territory with the Antonelliana Dome. Here there are 
lots of important arts like the sixteenth-century "Polittico" by Gaudenzio Ferrari or testimonies of 
Tanzio from Varallo and of Morazzone, artists that represent the XVII lombardos century; the 
Cathedral, restructured in the XIX century by Alexander Antonelli and the complex of the rectory;  
the Baptistery, the ancient monument of Novara, has paleocristiane origins and it has an original 
cycle of fifteenth-century paintings; Coccia Theater, with a rich season of music and prose;  St. 



Pietro to the Rosary church, jewel of Baroque art. Visits to the new rectory museum of the Novara 
Cathedral, a big precious work of religious art, with the "Dittico eburneo", the most important 
jewels. Sweet stop to the "Biscottificio Camporelli", where there are typical Novara biscuits. 
Lunch in a typical old town restaurant. 
In the afternoon, transfer on the Novaresi Hills. In Ghemme, there’s a castle-shelter, fortification of 
the XV century. Here there's the most famous wine of these lands: Ghemme DOCG.  It will be 
possible to do a guided wine tasting. Not only wine but also high quality grappes can be found in 
this area:  in an ancient distillery of Ghemme it is possible to taste seasoned vegetables with oil of 
“vinaccioli” seads and numerous  types of grappes, also combined with regional cheese. Brand new 
is the treatment of beauty with grappa's creams, done only after a booking request.  Situated in the 
distillery, there’s also a unique International Library of brandy and liqueur, with over 400 volumes 
in 12 languages: a wide collection that shows what alcohol can represent. 
Dinner with the typical  products and overnight in a charming farm on the hills. 
 
Day 4 
After breakfast it will be possible to walk though the vineyards of the Ghemme DOCG and 
discover the ancient techniques of grapevine cultivation. 
From wine to Gorgonzola cheese, another excellent Novarese product:  there will be the possibility 
to visit a farm that produces this delicious cheese and taste the different variations: sweet and 
resentful, with mascarpone and other typical cheeses as the “Piemontese toma” 
 

 
 
Transfer to Romagnano Sesia and visit of the Historical Museum Ethnography in the Low 
Valsesia. 
This museum is inside Villa Caccia, planned by architect Antonelli and surrounded by an historical 
botanical park with a magnificent panorama on the Monte Rosa .  
The museum collection is constituted by agricultural utensils for the production of wine and utensils 
for the handcraft job;  a section is devoted to the old school;  another to the ancient toys given by 
Maria Adriana Prolo, founder of the Turin Cinema museum located the Massive structure “Mole 
Antonelliana”, symbol of Turin  
There’s also an inn reconstruction, often used for typical tastings.     
Light lunch in a typical restaurant.  
 
Afternoon of shopping in the cashmere outlets along the road of Valsesia.      
 
Transfer to the Malpensa airport and departure. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



TOUR 2 
GOLF, MAGGIORE LAKE and NOVARESI HILLS 

 
The proposed itinerary allows in 3 days to discover the lake Maggiore, the Borromeo Islands and 

walk among the Novarese hills of wine ,  
taking time to play in the most famous international golf fields. 

. 
 

Program 
 

Day 1 
Arrival to the airport and transfer to Arona, Lake Maggiore 
Arona is a tourist and commercial city on the western south bank of the Lake Maggiore. History, 
nature and commerce melt in a series of itineraries that go down from the hills and passing through 
the historical city center, come up on the lakefront. Here, there’s a walkway of about 3 km from 
where it is possible to admire the panorama of the Lombardy side,  the ancient city suburb rich of 
history and the churches full of paintings. In the end there’s the suggestive Piazza del Popolo, in 
which there’s the ancient center of the Building of Justice, named Broletto, built in Lombardo 
Gothic style.  
Arona offeres lots of  events:  art and musical appointments in Villa Ponti, summer events like the 
"Long night" (a whole night with open shops), the “Nautical palio” and the parade in epoch’s 
customs; the “Cimento invernale” a dive in the lake in February, Tredicino’s party on March 13 (a 
big luna park to celebrate the patron of Arona) and the Lake Maggiore’s fair, an appointment that 
recalls between the months of May and June around 150 thousand visitors 
 
Check-in, in the hotel. 
 
Excursion in Stresa, embarkation for the island Bella and visit of Borromeo building and his 
magnificent gardens, lunch.     
The islands Borromeos are situated in the homonym gulf of the lake and they are between Stresa 
and Pallanza. 
The most famous is “Isola Bella”:  until the first decades of the XVII century the island was only a 
sour rock-cliff,  in 1632, Charles III Borromeo decided to transform it. 
He called it Isabella, in honor of his wife Isabella of Adda, and only later renamed simply Bella. 
The complete work, commissioned to the most famous architects and artists of the epoch, had the 
intent to let it resemble to a great ship anchored off Stresa coast. And so it was:  the dock in fact it 
represents the bow, while the bridge of stern is represented from the Borromeo’s building;  the 
bridge of command corresponds to the hightest garden, separated in ten overlapped terraces mantled 
by the most different floral kinds. 
 

 
 
Returning to Arona, stop in the hill that overhangs Arona to admire the Colossus of St. Charles 
Borromeo, the tallest statue in Europe. 
The hill is an observation exclusive point. Here there was the Castle named “Rocca Borromea”, 
then destroyed for order of  Napoleone. Today there’s the Statue of St. Charles Borromeo, one of 
the most important and more grandiose religious monuments of  Piemonte, erected among 1614 and 
1698. 



The copper and bronze statue is tall 23,40 meters and with the pedestal it reaches  35,10 meters. It is 
the second statue in the world for height, after the Statue of Liberty in New York.  The interor is 
visitable and from the windows of its summit, it is possible to admire one of the most fascinating 
panoramas of the Lake Maggiore. 
Return to Arona in the hotel.    
Typical supper with lake specialty. Overnight.  Free evening. 
 
Day2 
After breakfast transfer to Bogogno Golf Club, 36 holes, Par  72.  The circuit is inserted in the 
splendid scenery of the Novarese hills with an enchanting sight on the Monte Rosa.  It will be 
possible to try the different separated holes divided in two different courses of 18 holes, the 
"Bonora" and "Del conte."     
Lunch in a typical restaurant or in the Club House inside the golf club. 
 
In the afternoon, transfer on the Hills Novaresi. In Ghemme, there’s a castle-shelter, fortification of 
XV century. Here there's the most famous wine of these lands: Ghemme DOCG.  It will be possible 
to do a guided wine tasting.  
 

 
 
Not only wine but also high quality grappes can be found in this area:  in an ancient distillery of 
Ghemme it is possible to taste seasoned vegetables with oil of “vinaccioli” seads and numerous  
types of grappes, also combined with regional cheese. Brand new is the treatment of beauty with 
grappa's creams, done only after a booking request.  Situated in the distillery, there’s also a unique 
International Library of brandy and liqueur, with over 400 volumes in 12 languages: a wide 
collection that shows what alcohol can represent. 
 
Dinner and overnight stay in the hotel. 
 
Day 3  
After breakfast transfer to Castelconturbia Golf Club, 27 holes + 3 holes, Par 3 executives.  The 3 
circuits are inside woods of THE Novarese hilly territory and represent one of the more Italian 
aspired and more complicated field; it has been classified among the 10 best fields of continental 
Europe.  Here there’s the possibility to venture in the golf techniques among the courses "Red", 
"Yellow" and "Blue."  Lunch in the golf club restaurant. 
 

 
 
In the afternoon transfer to the Lake of Orta - Orta San Giulio. 
Orta San Giulio is the jewel of Orta lake. A small village that enchants writers and literates. It is a 
jewel of the medioevale architecture where, thought its suggestive alleys, people can breathe a 
lovable and enchanted atmosphere. In  Motta square, where there's the sixteenth-century Palazzotto 
(the old town center), departure small boats to St. Giulio island.  
Visit of the medioevale town and of St. Giulio Island.     



According to legend in Orta, St. Giulio defeated dragons and snakes and he climbed on the island 
where he erected his church. Mystical symbol of the whole lake, in the island center the ancient 
Seminar is set, risen in 1844 and today abbey in which there’s a community of Benedictine nuns. 
Island is dominated from the Basilica of St. Giulio, built by the Saint in the IV century, where it's 
possible to admire Saint images and paintings realized by Gaudenzio Ferrari's students. 
Going on the Sacred Mountain that, with his greatness men’s statues, tells St. Francis life. 
Orta Sacred Mountain is inside an historical park of 13 hectares, today naturalistic reserve, and it 
includes 21 chapels with paintings and sculptures on S. Francesco d'Assisi life.  
370 statues in “terracotta” natural height, realized by the best artists of the XVI, XVII and XVIII 
century;  more than 900 paintings that create real theatrical representations. 
In some points of the reflection  run, there are windows on the underlying lake of Orta, and on the 
alpine mountains. In summer and autumn there's the possibility to visit contemporary art shows of 
fame artists along town streets. 
 

 
 
Transfer to Malpensa airport and departure. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



TOUR 3 
HOLIDAY:  NOVARA E THE LOW RISICOLA, HILLS, LAKES A ND MOUNTAIN 

 
The proposed itinerary allows 7 days to discover Novara, ideal city for shopping but also rich of 
monuments, buildings and historical buildings, the “rice plain” with the ancient testimonies of the 
historical farmhouses, the Romanesque abbeys, gastronomy and the magic atmosphere of Orta Lake 
and Maggiore Lake, with its valleys and its islands, concluding with a trekking on the Paths of the 
Boca wine DOC in the Park of the Fenera. 
 

Program 
 
Day 1 
Arrival at the airport and transfer to Novara.  
After breakfast departure for Novara for a walk in the city.  It will be possible to admire St. 
Gaudenzio church, symbol place of the whole territory with the Antonelliana Dome. Here there are 
lots of important arts like the sixteenth-century "Polittico" by Gaudenzio Ferrari or testimonies of 
Tanzio from Varallo and of Morazzone, artists that represent the XVII lombardos century; the 
Cathedral, restructured in the XIX century by Alexander Antonelli and the complex of the rectory;  
the Baptistery, the ancient monument of Novara, has paleocristiane origins and it has an original 
cycle of fifteenth-century paintings; Coccia Theater, with a rich season of music and prose;  St. 
Pietro to the Rosary church, jewel of Baroque art. Visits to the new rectory museum of the Novara 
Cathedral, a big precious work of religious art, with the "Dittico eburneo", the most important 
jewels. Sweet stop to the "Biscottificio Camporelli", where there are typical Novara biscuits. 
 

 
 
Lunch in a typical restaurant of the historical center.       
 
In the afternoon, transfer in a "riseria" to discover the different phases of rice workmanship.   
Reenter to Novara and visit the new Museums of the Parsonage of the Novara Cathedral, a big and 
precious collection of religious arts with the “Ivory Diptych”, the most important jewel. 
Appetizer in a historical place of the center city.    
Dinner with the possibility to assist to a show of music or cabaret and overnight to Novara. 
 
Day 2  
After breakfast, departure for St. Nazzaro Sesia, that has one of the more meaningful abbatial 
complexes of Piemonte;  built in XI century, it is constituted by a surrounded building, Romanesque 
bell tower, church of the XV century in Gothic-lombardo style, Romanesque nartece and cloister 
with Benedict life scenes. Always in St. Nazzaro you can visit a  glass handcraft studio. Here it will 
be possible to frequent seminars and lessons about how this material can be model.  
Transfer to Casalbeltrame, included in the circuit of the “Slow cities”, and visit to Materima, true 
representation of a citadel of  sculpture allocated inside the historical Villa Bracorens de Savoiroux.   
The collection of “gipsoteca” includes works of Marini, Manzù, Bodini, Perez, Vangi and other 
many other contemporary artists. Than in a splendid epoch barn there's the agricultural utensil 
Museum "'l Çivel"; The four sections of which it is composed are devoted to cars and agricultural 
utensils.  It is an ideal trip during the country year, that begins and ends with St. Martin, 
accompanied by the typical character  of the Low Novarese:  the Caminant, disappearance figure of 
vagabond “storyteller”. 



 
Tasting of the typical venus black rise in “Poderia” or in the local restaurants. 
 

 
 
In the afternoon, transfer on the Novaresi Hills. In Ghemme, there’s a castle-shelter, fortification of 
the XV century. Here there's the most famous wine of these lands: Ghemme DOCG.  It will be 
possible to do a guided wine tasting. Not only wine but also high quality grappes can be found in 
this area:  in an ancient distillery of Ghemme it is possible to taste seasoned vegetables with oil of 
“vinaccioli” seads and numerous  types of grappes, also combined with regional cheese. Brand new 
is the treatment of beauty with grappa's creams, done only after a booking request.  Situated in the 
distillery, there’s also a unique International Library of brandy and liqueur, with over 400 volumes 
in 12 languages: a wide collection that shows what alcohol can represent. 
Dinner and overnight stay in the hotel 
 
Day 3 
After breakfast it will be possible to walk though the vineyards of the Ghemme DOCG and 
discover the ancient techniques of grapevine cultivation. 
From wine to Gorgonzola cheese, another excellent Novarese product:  there will be the possibility 
to visit a farm that produces this delicious cheese and taste the different variations: sweet and 
resentful, with mascarpone and other typical cheeses as the “Piemontese toma”. 
Transfer to Romagnano Sesia and visit of the Historical Museum Ethnography in the Low 
Valsesia. 
This museum is inside Villa Caccia, planned by architect Antonelli and surrounded by an historical 
botanical park with a magnificent panorama on the Monte Rosa .  
The museum collection is constituted by agricultural utensils for the production of wine and utensils 
for the handcraft job;  a section is devoted to the old school;  another to the ancient toys given by 
Maria Adriana Prolo, founder of the Turin Cinema museum located the Massive structure “Mole 
Antonelliana”, symbol of Turin  
There’s also an inn reconstruction, often used for typical tastings.     
 
 
Transfer to Lake of Orta. 
Orta San Giulio is the jewel of Orta lake. A small village that enchants writers and literates. It is a 
jewel of the medioeval architecture where, thought its suggestive alleys, people can breathe a 
lovable and enchanted atmosphere. In  Motta square, where there's the sixteenth-century Palazzotto 
(the old town center), departure small boats to St. Giulio island.  
Visit of the medioeval town and of St. Giulio Island.     
According to legend in Orta, St. Giulio defeated dragons and snakes and he climbed on the island 
where he erected his church. Mystical symbol of the whole lake, in the island center the ancient 
Seminar is set, risen in 1844 and today abbey in which there’s a community of Benedictine nuns. 
Island is dominated from the Basilica of St. Giulio, built by the Saint in the IV century, where it's 
possible to admire Saint images and paintings realized by Gaudenzio Ferrari's students. 
Visit St. Giulio Church and walk along the silence street. Lunch. 
 
Orta Sacred Mountain is inside an historical park of 13 hectares, today naturalistic reserve, and it 
includes 21 chapels with paintings and sculptures on S. Francesco d'Assisi life.  



370 statues in “terracotta” natural height, realized by the best artists of the XVI, XVII and XVIII 
century;  more than 900 paintings that create real theatrical representations. 
In some points of the reflection  run, there are windows on the underlying lake of Orta, and on the 
alpine mountains. In summer and autumn there's the possibility to visit contemporary art shows of 
fame artists along town streets. 
Return to Arona. Dinner in the hotel.    
 
Day 4 
Breakfast in hotel and departure for the cruise "Lake Maggiore Express".     
The “lake Maggiore Express”is a travel that with a trip between lake and mountain allows to admire 
the naturalistic beauties of the area.   
The trip starts  on a boat of the Navigation of lake Maggiore to Locarno, in Switzerland, and then 
proceeds to Domodossola with a characteristic traction electric train known as "Vigezzina".  
Departure by one of the Navigation of lake Maggiore boat.  This cruise lets travellers admire the 
coast of lake Maggiore , the  Borromeo islands , Verbania and Cannero with his castles on the lake. 

 
 
Lunch on board and arrival to Locarno, in Switzerland.  Visit of the city and transfer on the 
panoramic train "Vigezzina". The train goes along the “Centovalli” (one hundred valleys) and 
reaches Vigezzo Valley. The itinerary is though green woods, beautiful sights and small villages. 
Stop to "Re", a small city in the Vigezzo Valley, to visit the “Sanctuary of the Vergin of the Blood 
of King”. The “Sanctuary of King” has origin from a miraculous event. On April 29, 1494, 
Giovanni Lucono cast a stone against the "Vergin of the milk with blessing Jesus" paint, set on the 
facade of the church of St. Maurice Martire.  Blood's effusion from the Vergin head  lasted 20 days 
and one portion of blood is still preserved in the Sanctuary.  The Sanctuary is now composed of  
two integrated buildings:  the original and the “basilica”, built in the 1922. 
Arrive in Domodossola and than by train to Arona.    
Dinner and overnight in the hotel 
 
 
Day 5 
Going on the itinerary of Val d'Ossola. 
In Ossola there's a wonderful nature: a leap from 196 meters on the sea level of Mergozzo lake to 
the 4.637 meters of the Point Dufur of the Rosa Mountain.  Between the river Toce, that crosses it 
all and nearby seven valleys, that  remember the shape of a maple leaf.  Val  Bognanco,  Valle 
 Antigorio,  Val  Divedro,  Val Formazza,  Val  Vigezzo,  Valle Antrona  and  Valle  Anzasca, 
everyone with its attractions and naturalistic beauties, traditions and culture. 
Ossola is a land of  glacial and artificial lakes; parks, risen in the past with the purpose to protect the 
nature and respect its rules. The most known is named "Valgrande" that embraces one of the biggest 
European area, still hardly accessible.  Every valley of the Ossola is represented by a mountain. 
Arrival to Toce’s waterfall in Val Formazza.  Stop to admire the waterfall and going on to Riale. 
 

 
 



Last edge of Ossola before Switzerland, “Formazza Valley” is dominated by water: six small lovely 
lakes are surrounded by mountains, some higher more than 2000 meters. But the most appreciated 
is certainly the Toce waterfall, from where the homonym river has origin. 
Toce waterfall,  1.657 meters, is far 6 km from Formazza, ancient country walser.  Here, in the XII 
century, a group of German shepherds, coming from the Canton Vallese, pacifically installed 
himself and learned the mountain’s rules. 
 
Lunch in a characteristic place to taste the mountain gastronomy.     
 
Typical products of the zone cover a whole menu, made of ancient tastes of tradition. It is the case 
of the mountain gastronomy, where we can find bread that in Ossola belonged to a consolidated 
family and social tradition. Bread is accompanied with meats, honey and cheese, among which the 
famous Bettelmat.      
On the way back, stop at Premia for a “wellness” break  at “Premia baths”. In Premia is active a 
thermal Spa and pool where it is possible to dive, both in summer and winter, in naturally warm 
waters and enjoy all the therapeutic benefits of water, or enjoy a few hours of relax in a  really 
suggestive place or in the large wellness area dedicated to the welfare and person care.  
Visit to Domodossola old Market Square and the Old Town.   
Domodossola is a city rich in monuments, palaces, both an  elegant evidence of its past. The market 
square, heart of city, is a small jewel of renaissance architecture with its fifteenth-century arcades 
that support manor houses of  XVXVI century, scenically perfect in its asymmetry. Near the square 
there’s neighborhood Motta, one of the oldest in the city: "Motta" is a name that refers to the 
accumulation of gravel and stones brought by the river “Bogna” during the XVI century. 
In the middle of this neighborhood there’s the “Fountain square” dominated by a octagonal fountain 
with obelisk of 1844. 
Not to forget to visit is the church named “Insigne Collegiata”, built between 1792 and 1798 from 
the designer Matteo Zucchi, and dedicated to Saints Gervasio and Protasio. 
It has three naves with six chapels and a valuable altar in polychrome marble. 
“Palazzo Silva” is one of the most beautiful houses of the Renaissance nobility of sub-alpine region, 
and it’s included in the national monuments.  
Return to Arona in hotel. Dinner with lake specialties and overnight. 
 
Day 6 
After breakfast in the hotel, depart for Villa Taranto in Verbania.  
Verbania is overlooking the Lake Maggiore and extends the range of hills, back gently toward the 
Alps. In Verbania there are many opportunities: cruises, gardens and museum visits, or walks. 
Excursion to Villa Taranto . 
 

 
 
Villa Taranto is a real jewel of architecture and botany. The villa dated 1831 and preparation of its 
gardens is due to the Captain Scot Neil Boyd Mc Eacharn who wanted to realise one of the most 
beautiful botanical gardens in the world. 
Many and precious botanical species are along garden avenues. In the park there are different 
avenue of conifers, valley ferns, dahlias garden with over 300 varieties, and they end up 
Greenhouse, where there are many tropical species which include some of the world's largest water 
lilies. 
Victoria Amazon leaves, for example, reach a diameter of 2 meters and can withstand up to 5 kg of 



weight. To reach the villa, there’s hundreds of varieties of rhododendrons, the pearl of the garden! 
Walk along the lake in  Verbania and lunch in a typical restaurant.  
 
In the afternoon short excursion to the Lake of Mergozzo.  
Its clear water has been repeatedly awarded as “the Blue Fon”. Mergozzo country, made attractive 
by its stone houses, is in part arranged almost like an amphitheater along the western shore of the 
lake and in part perched on the slope of the ancient village of Sasso, reachable by a long staircase 
carved into the rock and dominated by the castle – “Casaforte”. Lakeside there’s a centuries-old elm 
tree with cable trunk, which is recognized monumental tree of scenic, historic and cultural interest 
of Piemonte.  
Departure to Arona and stop to admire the Colossus of St. Charles Borromeo, the highest statue in 
Europe. 
The hill is an observation exclusive point. Here there was the Castle named “Rocca Borromea”, 
then destroyed for order of  Napoleone. Today there’s the statue of St. Charles Borromeo, one of 
the most important and more grandiose religious monuments of  Piemonte, built between 1614 and 
1698. 
The copper and bronze statue is tall 23,40 meters and with the pedestal it reaches 35,10 meters. It is 
the second statue in the world for height, after the Statue of Liberty in New York. The interior can 
be visited and from the windows of its top, it is possible to admire one of the most fascinating views 
of the Lake Maggiore. 
Return to hotel, dinner and overnight. 
 
Day 7 
After breakfast in the hotel, transfer to the “Monte Fenera natural park”, full of important 
archaeological evidence of human presence and prehistoric animals. There are also the houses with 
thatched roof called "taragn” and presence of the rare black stork. It’s possible to follow thematic 
itineraries with guides and qualified guides, hiking and trekking on foot, by bike or on horseback, to 
the Ara Caves or thought the paths of Boca wine DOC. 
After the walk, visit of a winery in Boca, one of the historical hill Novarese DOC, with wine tasting 
in the vineyard or in an old cellar. 
Lunch in a typical restaurant. 
 
When finished, obligatory stop at the “Santuario of Santissimo Crocifisso” in Boca , place of 
ancient worship, still very lively and vibrant. 
Transfer to Malpensa Airport and departure. 
 
For info 
Hospitality and Tourism Promotion Agency of Novara Province 
Baluardo Quintino Sella, 40 – 28100 Novara 
Phone. 0321.394059 – Fax 0321.631063 
mail: info@turismonovara.it 
site: www.turismonovara.it 
 
Distretto Turistico dei Laghi 
Italia street, 18 – 28838 Stresa 
Phone. 0323.30416 – Fax 0323.93433 
mail: infoturismo@distrettolaghi.it 
site: www.distrettolaghi.it 


